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                                                          Ministries Foundation Steering Committee 

    Thursday, April 14, 2022; 7:30 – 9:00 a.m.  

     Zoom Virtual Meeting 

 
    Steering Committee’s Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion  
We will use a lens of racial and economic justice by working on seeing, hearing, and identifying how to change and improve both 

individually (in our everyday interactions), and through systemic change in communications, policies, and procedures within our 

planning of a newly designed organization. 

 

In Attendance: Chair Brian Mullen; Anita S. Duckor; Kristine Smyth; Meg Gillespie, CSJ; Beth Bird, Kevin 

Berg, Father Larry Snyder 

Chair Brian Mullen called the meeting to order at 7:31 a.m. 

Prayer: Brian 

DEI statement: Anita read the DEI Statement 

Minutes: Meg moved to approved; Kris seconded; unanimous approval 

Business Case Structure Outline 

Anita presented the new working document (4-13-2022) Business Case sections (the document will be 

sent out to all SC members).  “Our Challenge, Our Opportunities”, was added to the Executive 

Summaryu.  The Visionary Framework will get its own section because of its importance, setting the 

stage for the rest of the Business Case sections. Then will come the Risk Assessment/Due Diligence 

summations, Recommendations, Accountability. A new section was added on the Implementation 

Stages (Phase I, II, and III) and a section on the Planning processes and approvals with different internal 

stakeholder groups. Finally, the Appendixes will include the full Risk Assessments/Due Diligence reports.  

Brian said that yesterday’s meeting with the Ministry Directors run by Meg, Larry, and Anita went well. 

After listening, Brian drafted “Possible Revenue Sources” for the Ministries and Newly Designed 

Organization can use for sustainability, which he presented to the SC for comment. The list included 

earned sources such as fees for services, grants from other organizations, contracts (such as with 

government agencies), and donated sources such as the Annual Fund, Endowment and Province money.  

Beth recommended that the Province should also have “contributed resources” as they are providing 

facility ownership and contracted services and other supportive systems and resources. 
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Larry stated that the usual ratio in his experience has been to target 80% earned income to 20% 

donated—especially for new ministry program planning. At least 2/3 earned to 1/3 donated is 

considered necessary to be sustainable.  He also emphasized that the sustainability guidelines that the 

SC recommends be flexible as each ministry is very different and that they need to be addressed in a 

case-by-case basis too. 

MOU Negotiation Process & Strategy 

Anita presented the list she created of proposed deliverables and deadlines to move through approval 

processes. The first section noted elements to be completed and approved by SC in next meeting so 

they can be approved by Executive Committee on May 2 and then on to Board for approval before being 

given to MOU. She recommended the identification of positions (president assumed) and contracted 

services be ready, with contracted services assumed in HR, IT, Finances. 

The elements in the opening section of MOU Negotiation Process & Strategy document will be on next 

week’s SC agenda. 

HR/Organization Design Document 

Since there is a great deal of overlap in scope/recommendations of HR/Org Design, Anita and Brian 

worked out a melded document for the Risk Assessment/Due Diligence.  

Kevin noted that it would be good to make the NDO appealing to staff and volunteers as a welcoming 

place that they want to be part of. This could be done by mentioning the roles and responsibilities of 

leadership towards them--what they can expect from the leader and organization. 

Subcommittee Updates 

Governance: They will be talking tomorrow about MOU negotiations and reserve powers. Otherwise, 

most of the governance documents for the MOU are completed until feedback is gathered on Visionary 

Framework and Equity Statement. The email for soliciting feedback is going out today or tomorrow. 

HR/Org Design: Brian is looking over “Church plans” for retirement benefits versus regular plans. He is 

seeking counsel on this and how and when to transfer retirement plans from Province to the new 

organization’s 501 (c) (3). He will provide more information and the proposed org chart at next 

Thursday’s meeting. 

Communication/Development/IT: Kris contacted Image Works, which is a contractor for many of these 

services for Catholic Eldercare, and asked for ballpark estimates of what it would cost to develop the 

new website for the organization with access back and forth to the different ministry sites. She also 

asked for an estimated budget for contracted services for communication consulting and marketing 

counsel on name and branding.  

The Development Committee’s work is ever changing and in progress. They are seeking more answers 

from Ralph. 

It has been decided to retaining IT contracted services through the Province.  

Brian noted that the Q/A had been sent out and wondered if more communications are going out soon.  
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Ministry Program and Services: Meg said that the latest Ministry meeting had Larry, Anita, the Ministry 

Directors, John, and Bridget (Cathy and Susan could not make it). Larry provided a slide show on the 

rational of sustainability in the Newly Designed Organization versus sustained by the Province. The SC is 

here to guide and support them in the transition of thinking and planning. 

Larry said they showed a vastly different attitude, understanding, and embracing of the concepts. 

Meg said that John picked up on the concept of dreaming and having a community of services with one 

organizational point of entry.  Great conversation. Affordable housing is their big dream. 

Finance/Legal: Beth said they are working on spreadsheet for numbers to be dropped in for analysis. 

Larry emphasized “We’re Ready!” 

Next Meeting: Thursday April 21, 2022 -- 7:30 am to 9:00 am – Jill noted she would be late. 

Prayer for Next Meeting: to be determined 

Adjournment: The meeting adjourned at 8:50 am 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Marybeth Lorbiecki, Communications Consultant 


